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An expert explains how the conventional wisdom about decision making can get us into trouble

—and why experience can’t be replaced by rules, procedures, or analytical methodsIn making

decisions, when should we go with our gut and when should we try to analyze every option?

When should we use our intuition and when should we rely on logic and statistics? Most of us

would probably agree that for important decisions, we should follow certain guidelines—gather

as much information as possible, compare the options, pin down the goals before getting

started. But in practice we make some of our best decisions by adapting to circumstances

rather than blindly following procedures.In Streetlights and Shadows, Gary Klein debunks the

conventional wisdom about how to make decisions. He takes ten commonly accepted claims

about decision making and shows that they are better suited for the laboratory than for life. The

standard advice works well when everything is clear, but the tough decisions involve shadowy

conditions of complexity and ambiguity. Gathering masses of information, for example, works if

the information is accurate and complete—but that doesn't often happen in the real world.

(Think about the careful risk calculations that led to the downfall of the Wall Street investment

houses.)Klein offers more realistic ideas about how to make decisions in real-life settings. He

provides many examples—ranging from airline pilots and weather forecasters to sports

announcers and Captain Jack Aubrey in Patrick O’Brian’s Master and Commander novels—to

make his point. All these decision makers saw things that others didn’t. They used their

expertise to pick up cues and to discern patterns and trends. We can make better decisions,

Klein tells us, if we are prepared for complexity and ambiguity and if we will stop expecting the

data to tell us everything.“I know of no one who combines theory and observation—intellectual

rigor and painstaking observation of the real world—so brilliantly and gracefully as Gary

Klein.” —Malcolm Gladwell, author of Outliers and Blink

Gary Klein has taken aim at attempts to base decision making on analytic reasoning. To his

credit, he does not claim that analytic decision models are useless. He argues that they are

limited, and he shows how and why. Klein shows the importance of human understanding and

experience as alternatives to analytic models, especially in complex and dynamic situations.

He makes his point with many excellent examples, drawn both from his own extensive

experience and from the literature. This is a book that should be read by anyone with a serious

interest in how decisions ought to be made, whether by humans or machines. �Earl Hunt,

Professor Emeritus, University of Washington --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorGary Klein is Senior Scientist at MacroCognition LLC. He is the author

of The Power of Intuition, Seeing What Others Don't, Working Minds: A Practitioner's Guide to

Cognitive Task Analysis (with Beth Crandall and Robert R. Hoffman), and Streetlights and

Shadows: Searching for the Keys to Adaptive Decision Making, the last two published by the

MIT Press. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"I know of no one who

combines theory and observation--intellectual rigor and painstaking observation of the real

world--so brilliantly and gracefully as Gary Klein."--Malcolm Gladwell, author of Outliers and

Blink(Malcolm Gladwell)"Gary Klein has taken aim at attempts to base decision making on

analytic reasoning. To his credit, he does not claim that analytic decision models are useless.

He argues that they are limited, and he shows how and why. Klein shows the importance of

human understanding and experience as alternatives to analytic models, especially in complex



and dynamic situations. He makes his point with many excellent examples, drawn both from his

own extensive experience and from the literature. This is a book that should be read by anyone

with a serious interest in how decisions ought to be made, whether by humans or machines."

Earl Hunt , Professor Emeritus, University of Washington"I know of no one who combines

theory and observation—intellectual rigor and painstaking observation of the real world—so

brilliantly and gracefully as Gary Klein." Malcolm Gladwell , author of Outliers and Blink--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Sean Mckenzie, “A book to have on any good bookshelf, a powerful and informative book, and

I thought I was good!. Superb read.A beautifully balanced and delivered discourse on the flaws

and limitations of practically all cognitive thinking models used today. The author informs you

why they are flawed by method of pulling them apart so you can clearly see their inherent

problem or limitation, gives good examples of real life situations that are relative, never uses a

loose or abstract example to support his point and then informs how to achieve a more

rounded, deeper understanding and appreciation of how to look at problem.I am an analyst by

training and this book sadly blows out the water the original training I received years ago. I was

so impressed with the book I bought the same book multiple times and gave them to my

leadership and work colleagues for their personal consumption. For those who took the time to

read the book were full of smiles after reading the book, they reported to me they found the

book professionally enlightening and powerful in its substance, a ‘great book’.”

Gojko, “Nice follow-up to Sources of Power. I'm a big fan of Gary Klein's book Sources of

Power, and I keep quoting it often in workshops and lectures. Streetlights and Shadows:

Searching for the Keys to Adaptive Decision Making is a follow-up to Sources of Power,

published 10 years later. Although it's not exactly fresh meat, it only recently came to the top of

my book queue. With the topic of adaptive decision making, this book fits in nicely with the

recent trends in software delivery. My impression of the book was not as mind-blowing as

Sources of Power, but it was certaintly thought-provoking enough to deserve a strong

recommendation.The key thread in the book is examining the relationship between analysis

and intuition, largely comparing standard procedures and skills based on experience. `The way

we see in bright light differs from the way we see in shadows. Neither is the "right" way. We

need both.' is a quote that summarises Klein's argument well. He examines contexts in which



standardising ways of doing things helps and the contexts where that hurts, in particular with

skilled performers, showing that experts mostly rely on heuristics drawn from stories instead of

rules. There are many nice stories in the book about decision biases, but often arguing for the

oposite conclusion from most popular psychology books. Klein discredits most of the research

on decision biases and exposing how reasoning strategies can lead to errors because they

were done using college students performing tasks that are unfamiliar, artificial, and relatively

independent of context. His idea is that biases aren't distorting our thinking, but instead reflect

our thinking. As in his previous work, Klein attacks the Rational Choice model of decision

making, arguing that analysing several options and comparing to pick the best one doesn't help

anyone make better decisions, because it ignores the way experienced people actually make

decisions, and does not really help novices.With the rising popularity of big data and company

analytics, I found particularly interesting the topic of collecting too much information and how

that can lead to worse results. Concluding that "most experts use fewer than five cues when

making judgments", Klein quotes research showing that teams with incomplete information

often perform better than teams with detailed information, as more information often does not

improve the accuracy of judgements but leads to overconfidence. There is also a nice tie-in

with experiment-based strategies becoming more popular in the software world ("The only

ones who succeeded had jumped to conclusions and tested them.") and an examination of the

value and importance of feedback when dealing with "wicked problems", in which the goals are

incomplete and keep changing, as well as occasionally conflicting.”

J. Scott Shipman, “Instructive Primer on Adaptive Decision Making. Mr. Klein delivers the goods

on methodologies of adaptive decision making in complex environments. He takes on eleven

largely believed maxims (such as "Its bad to jump to conclusions---wait to see all the

evidence.") and demonstrates the inherent weakness of these commonly held beliefs. Klein

discusses in detail decision making, expertise, adapting, and sense-making. He uses real-

world examples from meteorology to the military to demonstrate a uncommon approach to

adaptive decision making. If your organization needs flexibility and adaptability, Mr. Klein's title

will provide insights that should not be ignored. Highly recommended.”

MSJ, “Great overview of decision making in the real world. Klein does a great job clearly

explaining the research and issues concerning naturalistic decision making. He walks through

10 myths about decision making and clearly contrasts it with formal decision making methods.

Unlike some popularizations of psychology and human factors research, Klein clearly

describes the actual research behind the conclusions, so we get a much richer understanding.

Yet the writing is conversational and very easy to follow. It's a great balancing act. For the same

reasons, the book also serves as a great resource for organizing and finding the relevant

literature.”

Dan, “Like New Condition. Great product, like-new condition with rapid shipping times.”

Kid, “great book. This was a really interesting book. I think managers should be reading this

because they tend to want to create more "stuff" in order to compensate for the lake of

judgement. I got a lot out of this book.”

Benjamin G. Pratt, “Outstanding insight into problem solving under complex conditions. Walks

through the most common assumptions about what should be done to solve problems and

drive continuous improvement, showing how these generally hold up well under simpler, more



straightforward conditions (solving puzzles) - and it so well in more complex situations (solving

mysteries). Very pragmatic and useful knowledge managers and leaders in all walks of life...”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Compelling stories, essential to technical management evolution. The

growing gap between those with technical literacy and those can be closed, in part, by

explaining technical findings using stories. Those who make the greatest impact on our views

and the way we do things are expert as using stories to illustrate their points. Dr. Klein has

collected a career's worth of insights and illustrates them with compelling stories that make this

an easy-to-read, easy-to-comprehend volume that will enable readers to apply the important

arguments he shares. My own investigations into government acquisition and healthcare

information technology are threaded with people's desires to "remove the artistry" from practice

and replace it with standardization. Dr. Klein makes compelling, and what I hope are broadly

accepted, arguments for growing, supporting and taking best advantage of expertise -- rather

than remove the artistry, he shows the advantage of focusing instead on creating more artists.

"Streetlights and Shadows" is a highly useful volume for program managers, systems and

specialty engineers that, once picked up, is hard to put down.”

GDB, “Good book. This book is very good, Klein has again made a damm good book, Klein

has also include some info from Kahneman both of these lads wonce did not see eye to eye

but in recent years there works have started to over lap and this book shows it in parts. very

good book!”

Neil W., “Five Stars. brilliant”

Save the Planet. Stop Climate Change!, “intuition and complex problem-solving. "Streetlights

and shadows" is a perfectly accessible book which makes a convincing case that intuition is a

distillation of experience and indispensable for coping successfully with complexity. Analytic

thinking is indispensable as well but insufficient for making good decisions in complex settings.

The author restricts theoretical considerations to a sufficient minimum and focuses on dealing

with complexity in real-world situations, providing an abundance of factual examples and a rich

and multi-faceted portrait of human cognition for complex tasks.The book is well-structured and

clearly written but quite repetitive and often the author's conclusions appear not very strongly

supported by the presented evidence. Nevertheless, the emerging picture of human cognition

and the role of intuition in complex problem-solving is coherent, comprehensive and plausible.”

profharv, “Four Stars. Fits with my current writing”

The book by Gary A. Klein has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 67 people have provided feedback.
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